NSA Whistleblower Russell Tice and the disclosure of Remote Neural Monitoring,
Remote Brain Stimulation, Electronic Brain Link, and remote microwave torture
weapons.
nsa.pdf attached!!
This is some information regarding the new powerful weapons and spying
technology possessed by the US government. Attacked is some information about
NSA Whistleblower Russell Tice, and the remote neural network system he was
alleged to have been ready to testify about before the US Senate Committee
before it was canceled. Basically, Russell Tice had talked about some of this to
the media and some news list somewhere, and this has pretty much been fully
confirmed. This system, Electronic Brain Link, is in use everywhere, by police,
FBI, CIA, NSA, and state personnel. They see and hear through walls, spy on
people, monitor all brain and thought, they can see what you see, hear, feel
think, and more, dreams, subconcious and concious dreams all observed. I first
found out about this in 2008, while a patient at Oregon State Hospital during
the US DOJ investigation. They had brought in this technology, the state, or US
DOJ, and I was being spied upon. They used it to sabotage me and keep it quiet,
it does more than allow spying, it also allows remote nerve and brain
stimulation, and things to be done through the walls to your environment and
body. This includes heating, chilling, and expanding and pushing and moving
objects and atoms around. They can simulate psychosis, and neutralize people,
and or other acts of torture, experimentation, etc. When I caught staff on
camera with audio recordings in 2008, talking about the technology they had
outside of the building to do all this, they attempted to murder me to control
the situation. Sure, there were many other incidents that made me a target, I
mean, the states lack of liability insurance was a key motivation, the Bonita
Tucker scandal was being covered up, etc. The state wanted to hide staff crime
so they could build the new hospital without interference from the public or US
DOJ. This women Bonita Tucker, had sexually abused me, gotten romantically
involved with other patients, multiple staff aided in smuggling her boyfriend
David Anderson bolt cutters, and he and another patient escaped by cutting
through the fense at OSH, where an escape car was waiting, driven by an ex-staff
member. And Bonita Tucker waited at the get away house for David, but David got
left behind. According to police reports, she said "where is David?!" at the
house when Gino and the ex-staff member showed up without him. Her plan was to
run off and protect David in Texas, and get married. I had reported all this
over a year earlier, and staff and the state hid it; I was a target for set up
and abuse. After the escapes, Bonita wasn't arrested or fired, and the state
tried to protect her and hide the situation. It was a good old fashion cover up,
until the newspaper the statesman journal got involved, and published a story.
Then, later, she got caught smuggling in morphine and amphetamine, and they
busted her, but hid my case, and my abuse. Staff members stole legal notes on
48B, they read about how Bonita touched me, and I overheard conversations. "why
did they hide his case? they think the state lacks liability insurance, the
notes are too incriminating, and the judge already made his decision" - the
state went into court and helped Bonita get off, by hiding most of the details
of her abuse and misconduct, and arranged to have her look like an innocent
victim. Staff were going crazy over it, and partly, because I had become a
target for abuse and harassment, and they had brought in this technology to
illegally spy on me and monitor me. They used it to try to disprove that I had
ADHD, and set me up to look psychotic and paranoid, they ramshacked legal
paperwork and more - they allegedly had recordings of me masturbating in the
shower, they had recorded it through the walls. Or just made it up - they were
trying to attack me. I'd walk around the hospital, and they'd refer to me as the
stalker. "what a coinceidents, it's the stalker" - she claimed I manipulated her
and was a stalker to get out of trouble and frame me, that was Bonita. The staff
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all knew it was false, it was to abuse me and hide it all. When I had caught the
staff on tape talking about this technology, it was a hospital wide thing, they
tried to murder me: in Augest 2008, i heard in my hospital bed, it was beamed
into my head with remote nerve stimulation techniques - "like you spy for the
Statesman Journal, De Ann Major spys for the CIA" "you're being set up to look
psychotic" - I felt a flood of microwave energy penetrate my muscles and body,
they were trying to blow my body up. I heard and felt computerized microwave
sensations directed and moving around my body; they could force me to smile and
open my eye lids, they were talking "we're getting tired of staring at your
anus" "why don't you die now" - I was convulsing from the shock, and had a 170
pulse, my body was swollen up, I nearly died. Everywhere I went I heard them
talking to me, doing things to me as I moved - the computer system tracks you
through the walls, and because microwaves move so fast, they have no issue
targetting your body or brain as you move. They might say things like "why do
your balls swell?" and tingle my balls with microwaves whenever I got around
women. It was sexual abuse. For my convulsing and pulsating muscles, they used
energy waves to simulate massage, drilling my insides, trying to cover up my
injury - and I basically got really hard, stiff, and swollen inside. I was
crippled and mutilated. My story goes on further, it was 24/7 remote control,
simulated psychosis. And before this, I had nothing but a diagnosis of ADHD and
depression, multiple doctors gave me that diagnosis, but now the staff could say
what they wanted to hide it - no one was going to incriminate themselves. The
governors office, many from the US DOJ were involved, Amanda Marshall, David
Deutch, Robert Koch, the state police, this goes up to George Bush and Obama.
When I was released from OSH, I had to pretend none of this was going on in
2010, the CIA followed me on the streets, undercover agents keeping control over
me. This was no normal gang stalking, but yet they were manipulating me, keeping
control over me, they had all of Lane County, Springfield, and Eugene involved.
Doctors at Sacred Heart, they were trying to make sure no one gave me a proper
diagnosis, and denied me medical care. They continued to use this weapon on me,
I was eventually beat up for trying to get away from it. Two Springfield cops
who were involved, violently beat me then lied about it, it was part of a plan
to try to frame me, get me locked up in prison so that I couldn't get help or
tell anyone what was going on. They busted my face up, broke my nose, and teeth.
I overheard Officer Grice, who was communicating with someone over synthetic
telepathy, that FBI Roberts was upset, a guy in charge of the operation. OSH
staff and the police, they can use it to link their minds together, messages can
be transmitted by computer directly into a persons mind or body, this synthetic
telepathy can also extract information from peoples minds, it's mind reading
tech. The NSA calls it Electronic Brain Link - but it has active and passive
modes, the sensors can also just stand by and massively monitor all thought and
brainwaves from all people, and the computer tracks and sorts all this
information, only logging what it wants, or passing on the messages that someone
seeks or thinks they want. This is not all the information I have to give, it's
just a start... Last bit of details, I was taken to Lane County Jail, where teh
Sheiffs participated, I was slaughtered in jail, repeated rapes with the weapon,
injuries, forces on my body designed to jam my thought, I have bad brain damage,
internal bodily damage, and super tense and swollen muscles, dehydration from
microwave exposure, damage to my heart, and more. The deputies at the jail
invited the CIA in, and were fully participating in my abuse for two years.
Sheriff Thomas Turner, and many of his deputies. I had high CK in my blood, over
700, which I later found out could only be caused by serious brain or muscle
injury, like heart attacks or stroke. The jail didn't do anything to help me
prove I was being abused and controlled, no MRI or PET scan to confirm or deny
injury, they were trying to cover it up. They were all working together and
protecting each other. I just got out last Thursday, I was forced to take a
false plea bargin to get out, so I could get medical care, and try to prove this
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happened. I can provide more details upon your request. I have been diagnosed so
far with all the symptoms of post concussion syndrome, and brain stem damage, my
muscles are that of a 60 year olds, I say because of microwave exposure and
repeated injuries from the weapon - this injury has made my muscle tone very
poor, I should be a healthy active 28 year old, instead I am very badly beaten,
in poor health, with no other history that could explain my illness. This is
because it's all explainable and consistent with microwave and electromagnetic
radiation exposure. My attorney's were really bad and did nothing to try to
help. I have a website with most details, it's got some links and info, and I
have a fundraiser to make money to get by, hire an attorney, and to get medical
treatment I need.
I believe that I have in my possession a story that could shock America. I am
not the first or only victim of this, and I also know that the NSAs Internet and
wire tapping program is nothing compared to their neural monitoring and brain
computer link system. I know that this technology works nearly everywhere, it
can be deployed and probably is deployed in both satelitte and ground based
sensor forms - they have versions that have been used on me, which fit in cars,
and they follow you around and can keep you in their full control. Any satellite
can be engineered to read the brainwaves of people, or animals, or anything
else - this energy is simple radiation and emitted radiowaves, any CMOS or
remote EEG sensor can read it. They have such a high resolution version, that
they can read the impulses in individual nerves, and that is what allows them to
know, when the impulses are recombined, what is going on in your body or nervous
system. I know the cops have this all over, everyone has access to it, and
they're spying on everyone in secret. This is bigger than any other system the
NSA or government has, it's their most secret. There is plenty of information
available about people being targeted with electromagnetic radiation, simulated
psychosis, and gang stalking, agents who target or harass individuals or people
of interest. Anyone who finds out about it is in danger, this system needs to
finally be exposed. They will go to all cost to keep it secret, they won't tell
you a thing about it. But it is being used, and most police and government
agents know about it. They will deny or pretend you're sick if you ask about it,
but it's all a lie.
My website is: http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/
Mind Justice is a humans rights group with a lot of information about this
technology and this problem. They have books, citations, newspaper articles,
original research, interviews with doctors and neurologists, info on the Russian
laws banning this technology, etc.: http://www.mindjustice.org/
Dennis Kucinich's bill Space Preservation Act, 2001, 2002, 2005 would have
banned or prevented the use of this system. But the US government went against
the world, and the bill was derided and never came up for a vote when proposed
on 3 different occasions. It details the use of ground, sea, and space based
information, psychotronic, electromagnetic and other weapons which can be used
to torture, simulate psychosis, read and steal thoughts, and more. Officially,
the rest of the world was scared in 2000 by the idea of "intellectual property
theft" and information terrorism, so many countries riled behind a ban. Russia
is the country with the greatest and most public work done in this area, and
there are a few others. The US refused to comply with any sort of treaty,
apparently because they saw value in maintaining and having access to this
technology. The bill is comprehensive:
http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html
Mind Games is an article in the Washington Post about victims and targets of
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abuse like this: I believe a good amount of these people are legit, the
government is seriously targeting more and more people with this every day. And
the targets are forced to live with it, because no one will do anything to stop
it. The deal with the government, is that everyone is already involved; the
police and FBI don't act to enforce the rules or law because they're already
involved and using this technology everyday themselves. They won't expose a
critical part of the system, or any crime they've committed by using it. I am
the governments scapegoat for trying to expose this.. at OSH I caught the
state/US DOJ/CIA using this on me, on camera with audio recordings in 2008,
during the US DOJ investigation. They neutralized me, attempted to murder me in
my hospital bed with this weapon. Since I have been followed by undercover
agents everywhere, they are using this weapon on me, and everyone's involved.
Local police, sheriffs, state police, FBI Agent Roberts is the name of one guy
in charge. I have very badly damaged brain and body, and I sit in an
electromagnetic field, an unlawful prison, for going against these people.
Please help..
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2007/01/10/AR2007011001399.html
Dr. Carole Smith, using light invasive technology to read brainwaves, invade and
control the mind: She's an expert on mind control, and psychiatric malpractice,
and has created a whitepaper on the need to revise the diagnostic criteria for
psychosis. Psychosis is a diagnosis the government hides behind when they
target or torture someone. Basically, all the effects of psychosis can be
simulated with a weapon, and the diagnosis currently lacks clarity or insight
into what these weapons are or what psychosis really is, which means when abuse
or a government weapon is involved, it is too easy for a person to receive a
false diagnosis which makes it easy for the government to hide abuse, or neglect
or hurt a person:
http://dandelionsalad.wordpress.com/2007/12/13/intrusive-brain-readingsurveillance-technology-hacking-the-mind-by-carole-smith/
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